
Relic Raid
The Elves have divined the location of a trove of poorly 
defended treasures from an ancient time.
There are three relics hidden in an Orc cavern lair. The 
Elves must collect all three treasures before escaping.

Win Real Loot

Slay the endless orcish hordes or slake your thirst 
for elven blood in the Win Real Loot scenario! 

To celebrate the summer release of HeroCard Orc Wars, 
TableStar Games is sponsoring the Win Real Loot summer 
promotion. With over 300 prizes given away over the 
summer, make sure that you get your share of the loot! To 
get in on Win Real Loot, simply stop by your participating 
retailer, catch us at a convention near you, or visit www.
TableStarGames.com for more details.

HeroCard Orc Wars is an asymmetrical, fantasy game. In 
HeroCard Orc Wars, one player plays an Orc horde while 
the other players play single Elves in one of five exciting 
scenarios.

Use this map as an additional scenario for HeroCard Orc 
Wars or to practice to Win Real Loot at a convention or 
retailer near you.

Wand of Slaying

Vorpal Sword
Boots of Speed 

Place Treasure 
Un-revealed Side up

Un-Activated Squad

Activated Squad

Brute Figure

Technician Figure
Shaman Figure

Add for 4 Player 
Game

Add for 3&4 Player Game

Orc arranges the dungeon and places treasures according to 
the diagram.  Orc assembles one Brute, one Tactician, and one 
Shaman, all of the same Clan.  In a three & four-player game, 
assemble an additional Brute.  Orc places all of these Orcs on the 
board as denoted in the diagram.  Finally, Orc places Squad tokens 
according to the diagram and the number of players.  All tokens 
are placed face down.  This Scenario does not use Dirty Tricks nor 
the Orc King.  Reinforcements and Bonus Draws occur as in the 
standard Orc Wars game.

Once the board is set up, Elves place their figures on any 
unoccupied entrance space indicated with a blue arrow on the 
diagram.  Play starts with the Elf player sitting to the left of the 
Orc player and proceeds clockwise from there. 

Elves win if they take all three treasures and escape. To escape, an 
Elf moves into any entrance space and then takes one additional 
space of movement to leave the board.  Elves may escape from 
either side of the board, not just the side they came in from. Once 
an Elf escapes, he cannot return to the game. If there is only one 
Elf remaining on the board, and that Elf is killed by the Orcs, the 

Orcs win, even if all of the required treasures have 
already been taken off the board.

This scenario is specifically designed to favor 
the Elves.  Ultimately, we want new players to 

experience a challenge, yet have a very good 
chance of winning.  We also don’t want 

any given game to last longer than one 
hour.  To this end, we encourage the 

DemoStars to assist the Elf players 
with tips and advice, especially if 

this will expedite the game.


